
Please evaluate the quality of the following teaching components used by John M. Cannon in 
PHYS 440 during the Spring 2010 semester.

This form is similar to the one used by the FPC during the tenure and review process.

When completed, please place the document in the envelope provided.

This envelope should be taken to the Physics office;  Barb Ekeberg will type up the results and 
comments and give this information to me after final grades have been submitted.

Please note that your anonymity is protected; I will receive only the typed materials.  As such,
I hope that you will be both honest and thoughtful; this is the best way for me to become a 
better teacher.

Thank you so much for a very rewarding course.  

Longer-answer questions

1.  This course attempted to cover the fundamentals of both optical and radio astronomy.  
Please comment on your perceived success of this attempt.  Do you feel that you have 
gained proficiency with the nuances and techniques of both observational regimes?

2.  What improvements can I make to the organization of this course?  



3.  The data analysis section was added following suggestions by the students 
enrolled in PHYS 440 during Spring 2008.   Was this addition a success?

4.  What was your favorite part of the course?  Why?

5.  What was your least favorite part of the course?  Why?

6.  What can I do better with this course?  Consider the roles of homework, lecture and 
the observational projects, and how the three are related.  Which component needs most 
attention?



7.  If this were to be considered the "best physics course you've ever taken", what would have been included 
that was not?  What would have been excluded that was part of the course?

8.  If I were to be considered the "best physics teacher you've ever taken a class from", what would I have 
done that I did not?  

9.  Any other comments you would like to share would be appreciated.


